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Preface to the Second Edition

This book provides a comprehensive study of all the sections that are covered under the subject
of General Knowledge. It is thoroughly revised and updated, keeping in mind the specific requirements
of the students and various examinations. Every topic is fully explained and to the point. Facts are
made point-wise in a simple language.

The book has been divided into 9 sections such as The History of India, Geography, Indian
Polity, Indian Economy, General Science, Facts about India, Sports,  Facts about the World, General
Knowledge Concise each containing theoretical content. Figures and tables have been given along
with the theory wherever required.

I am grateful to all my friends and well-wishers who have assisted me directly and indirectly to
publish this book.

I am thankful to Himalaya Publishing House Pvt. Ltd., for taking effort to publish this book. I
desire the pleasure of readers to make suggestions for the improvement of the book, which shall be
most welcome and these will be incorporated in the next editions of this book.

DR. V. NEELAMEGAM



This book  "General Knowledge for Competitive Exams" is mainly prepared to quench the thirst
of the students appearing for the competitive exams. Maximum efforts are made to satisfy the long-
felt wants in various areas such as History of India, Geography, Indian Polity, Indian Economy,
General Science, Sports and General Studies.

My teaching experiences in university and other institutions as well as my personal preparation
for the competitive exams have been a great source of inspiration and have helped me immensely in
writing this book. The book incorporates various aspects of general knowledge with suitable diagrams.
Every probable effort has been made to explain the topic in an easy, simple and understandable
language. In the compilation of this book, all possible precautions have been taken to ensure that the
information provided is correct and meticulous effort is made to update this book. The readers are
also advised to keep themselves updated with newspapers to obtain the latest details in current
affairs.

One of the most pleasant aspects of writing a book is the opportunity to thank those who have
contributed to it. I am grateful to all my friends and well-wishers who have assisted me directly and
indirectly to publish this book.

In bringing out this text into a book form, I am grateful to Himalaya Publishing House Pvt. Ltd.
for undertaking the venture of publishing this book. I desire the pleasure of readers to make suggestions
for the improvement of the book (including printing errors, omissions, etc., if any) which shall be most
welcome and these will be incorporated in the subsequent editions of this book.

DR. V. NEELAMEGAM

Preface to the First Edition
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After reading this Chapter, you should be able to
Understand the:

An Over View of Indian History
Ancient, Medieval and Modern Historical
aspects
Freedom Struggle
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ANCIENT HISTORY OF NORTH INDIA

Indus Valley Civilization
India is home to one of the richest and the most ancient civilizations in the world, the others

being the Mesopotamian, Chinese, Egyptian, Greek and the Mayan (Central America).

The earliest known civilization in India dates back to about 3000 BC. Discovered in the 1920s, it
was largely confined to the valley of the river Indus (which
now flows through Pakistan and Ladakh, to name a few
places) hence it acquired the name the Indus Valley
Civilization. This civilization was predominantly an urban
concentrated in and around two principal towns,
Mohenjodaro and Harappa, the ruins of which still exist.

Subsequent archaeological excavations established
that this civilization was not restricted to the Indus valley but
encompassed a wide area in the present day north-western
and western India. Thus this civilisation is now familiarly known
as the Harappan civilization, its main sites in India being
Ropar in Punjab, Lothal in Gujarat and Kalibangan in
Rajasthan.

Origin and People
 As far as the origin of the word Indus is concerned, Scholars are of the opinion that the name

Indus is the origin of the word Hindu. The original Indian name of the river is Sindhu. The Greeks
referred to the river as the “Indos,” and the later Arabs referred to it as “al-Hind.” Eventually the name
came to be applied to the people of the subcontinent, namely, the “Hindi,” the “Hindus” and the
“Indians.” It is believed that the Indus valley civilization belonged to the copper age as the presence of
iron tools and implements has not yet been established at any part of this civilization. An alternative
term for the culture is Saraswati-Sindhu Civilization, based on the fact that most of the Indus Valley
sites have been found at the Halkra-Ghaggar River.

• R.B. Dayaram Sahni first discovered Harappa (on Ravi) in 1921. R.D. Banerjee discovered
Mohenjodaro or ‘Mound of the Dead’ (on Indus) in 1922. Sir John Marshal played a crucial
role in both these.

• Harappan Civilization forms part of the proto history of India and belongs to the Bronze Age.
• Mediterranean, Proto-Australoid, Mongoloids and Alpines formed the bulk of the population,

though the first two were more numerous.
• More than 100 sites belonging to this civilization have been excavated.
• According to radio-carbon dating, it spread from the year 2500 - 1750 BC.
• Copper, bronze, silver, gold were known but not iron and horse.

All the cities of the Indus Valley Civilization were well planned and were built with baked bricks of
the same size; the streets cut each other at right angles, and had an elaborate system of covered
drains. There was a fairly clear division of localities and houses for the upper and lower strata of
society. There were also public buildings, the most famous being the Great Bath at Mohenjodaro
and the spacious granaries. The people of this civilization knew the use of copper, bronze, lead and

 The Great Bath, Mohenjodaro
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tin. The discoveries of bricks prove that burnt bricks were used extensively for both domestic and
public buildings.

The people of the Indus Valley Civilization had domesticated animals including camels, goats,
buffaloes and fowls. The presence of several seals depicting a
humped bull indicate that this animal was known in those ancient
times. The Harappans cultivated wheat, barley, peas and sesame
and were probably the first to grow cotton for making yarn for clothes.

Trade was an important activity at the Indus Valley and the
numerous seals discovered at the site suggest that each merchant
or mercantile family had its own seal. These seals are in various
quadrangular shapes and sizes,
etched with human or animal
figures. There is ample evidence
that the Harappan civilization had

extensive trade relations with the nearby regions in India, besides
areas around the Persian Gulf including Sumer (modern Iraq)

 The figures of dieties on the seals indicate that the people of
Harappa worshipped a host of gods and had also evolved a set of
rituals and ceremonies. No edifices or monuments survive, but a large
number of human figurines have been discovered, including a steatite
(gray/grayish-green stone with a soapy feel) bust of a man (probably
a priest) and the figure of a dancing girl in bronze.

A large number of terracotta statues of the Mother Goddess
(shakti) have also been unearthed, suggesting that she was commonly
worshipped. Several conical and ring-like pieces of stone have also
been found which are considered the rudiments of Shivalingas (phallic symbols of Shiva) and yonis
(vulva), depicting the cosmic creative forces.

 Excavations and Excavators

Sutkogendor (on Dasak) 1927 Sir Aurel Stein

Amri (on Indus) 1929 N.G. Majumdar

Chanhudaro (on Indus) 1931 M.G. Majumdar

Rangpur (on Mahar) 1931-53 M.S.Vats, B.B. Lal, S.R. Rao

Ropar (on Satluj) 1953 Y.D. Sharma

Lothal (on Bhogwa) 1954 S.R. Rao

Kotdip (on Indus) 1955 Fazl Ahmed Khan

Alamgirpur (on Hindon) 1958 Y.D. Sharma

Kalibangan (on Ghaggar) 1961 B.B. Lai

Sorkotda         - 1964 J. Joshi

Banwaii (on Saraswati) 1973 R.S. Bisht

 Humped bull

 Dancing girl in bronze,
Mohenjodaro
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Geographical Extent
•   Covered parts of Punjab, Sindh,

Baluchistan, Gujarat, Rajasthan
and some parts of Western Utter
Pradesh (UP). It extended from
Manda in Jammu in the north to
Daimabad in the south and from
Alamgirpur in West, Utter
Pradesh to Sutkagendor in
Baluchistan in the west.

•  Major sites in Pakistan are
Harappa (on Ravi in West
Punjab), Mohenjodaro (on Indus),
Chanhu-Daro (Sindh), etc. In
India, major sites are Lothal,
Rangpur and Surkotda (Gujarat),
Kalibangan (Rajasthan), Banwali
(Hissar), and Alamgirpur
(Western UP).

•  Largest and the latest site in India
is Dholavira in Gujarat. Dr. J.R.
Joshi and Dr. R.S. Bisht were
involved in it.

Town Planning
• Elaborate town-planning. It followed the Grid System. Roads were well cut, dividing the

town into large rectangular or square blocks. Lamp posts at intervals indicate the existence
of street lightning. Flanking the streets, lanes and by-lanes were well-planned houses.

• Used burnt bricks of good quality as the building material. Elsewhere in the contemporary
world, mud-bricks were used.

• Houses, often of two or more storey, varied in size, but were quite monotonous in a square
courtyard, around which were a number of rooms. No window faced the streets. The houses
had tiled bathrooms.

• Good drainage system. Drains were made of mortar, lime and gypsum and covered with
large brick slabs for easy cleaning. Shows developed sense of health and sanitation.

• The towns were divided into 2 parts: Upper part or Citadel and Lower Part. The Citadel was
an oblong artificial platform some 30-50 feet high and about 400-200 yards in area. It was
enclosed by a thick (13 m at Harappa) crenelated mud-brick wall. In the Citadel public
buildings, granaries, important workshops and religious buildings were there. In lower part
people used to live.

• In Mohanjodaro, a big public bath (Great Bath) measuring 12 m by 7 m and 2.4 m deep,
has been found. Steps led from either end to the surface, with changing rooms alongside.
It was probably used for ritual bathing.

 Sites of Indus Valley civilization

Indus region
Ancient site
Modern city
River
Dry river
Modern border
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Language
It is difficult to be sure about the language that the Harappan people spoke. The scholars have

not been able to decipher the language of the Harappans. Sir John Marshall was the first to suggest
that the language of the Indus Civilization was Dravidian. Most scholars agreed with Marshall. On the
other hand, Piero Meriggi suggested that they used Brahvi language. This is still used in Baluchistan.

It is believed that their writing was a pictographic script, or at least seems to be. The script
seems to have about 400 basic signs, with many variations. The sign probably stood forwards and for
syllables. The direction of the writing was generally from right to left. Most of the inscriptions were
found on seals and sealings. The seals were probably used in trade and also for official and administrative
work. So the Harappans seem to have used writing mainly for these sorts of things. A lot of the
inscribed material was found at different Harappan site.

Agriculture
• The Indus people sowed seeds in the flood plains in November, when the flood water receded,

and reaped their harvests of wheat and barley in April, before the advent of the next flood.
• Grew wheat, barley, rai, peas, sesamum, mustard, rice (in Lothal), cotton, dates, melon,

etc. The Indus people were the first to produce cotton.
• In Kalibangan, fields were ploughed with wooden ploughs.
• Domesticated animals on large scale. Besides the cattle, cats and dogs were domesticated.

Horse wasn’t in regular use but elephant was. Remains of horses at Surkotda and dogs
with men in graves at Ropar have been discovered.

• Produced sufficient to feed them.
• Food grains were stored in granaries.

Trade and Commerce
• Well-knit external and internal trade. There was no metallic money in circulation and trade

was carried through Barter System.
• Weights and measures of accuracy existed in Harappan culture (found at Lothal). The

weights were made of limestone, steatite, etc and were generally cubical in shape.
• 16 was the unit of measurement (16, 64,160, 320).
• Flint tool-work, shell-work, bangle making, pottery making, etc., were practiced. Raw material

for these came from different sources: gold from Northern.Karnataka, silver and lapis lazuli
from Afghanistan and Iran, copper from Khetri and Baluchistan, etc.

• Bead making factory existed in Chanhudaro and Lothal. They were items of export.
• A dockyard has been discovered at Lothal. Rangpur, Somnath and Balakot functioned as

seaports. Sutkagendor and Sutkakoh functioned as outlets.
• The inland transport was done with bullock carts.
• Every merchant or mercantile family probably had a seal bearing an emblem, often of a

religious character, and a name or brief description, on one side. The standard Harappa
seal was a square or oblong plaque made of steatite stone. The primary purpose of the seal
was probably to mark the ownership of property, but they may have also served as amulets.

• The Mesopotamian records from about 2350 BC onwards refer to trade relations with Meluha,
the ancient name of the Indus region. Harappan seals and other material has been found at
Mesopotamia. They also traded with Sumer.
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Social Life
In Indus valley civilization, the society was divided into three distinct social groups. One group

ruled and administered the city, the other group included the merchants who were associated with
trade and other business activities in the city. The third group was that of the labourers who worked in
the city. They also included the farmers who cultivated wheat and barley as their main crops. For
transport of men and goods double-ox carts must have been in use. Excepting the camel, the usual
beasts of burden were known. The horse was also known by the beginning of the first millennium B.C.
Terracotta cart frames and wheels with and without hubs have been found.

Jewellery was hugely worn by both men and women of Indus Valley civilisation. The pieces of
ornaments were primarily made of gold, copper and silver. Necklaces, armlets and rings were common
jewelleries for men. On the other hand women decked themselves up with earrings, necklaces, anklets,
bangles, girdles, bracelets and others. Ivory products like combs were also popular with the people of
this civilisation. Besides these, people enjoyed playing dice and marbles. Gambling was a favourite
time pass of the elder members in the society.

Art and Craft
• The Harappan culture belongs to the Bronze Age.
• Bronze was made by mixing tin and copper. Tools

were mostly made of copper and bronze. For
making bronze, copper was obtained from Khetri
in Rajasthan and from Baluchistan, and tin from
Afghanistan.

• Cotton fabrics were quite common. Woolen in
winter.

• People use various ornaments (of gold, silver,
ivory, copper, bronze, precious stones) for
dressing up. Ornaments were worn by both men
and women. Women wore heavy bangles in
profusion, large necklaces, ear-rings, bracelets, fingure-rings, girdles, nose studs and anklets.
The Harappans were also expert bead makers.

• Potter’s wheel was in use. Their pottery was
red or black pottery. They played dice games.
Their favourite Time pass was Gambling.

• The Harappans most notable artistic
achievement was their seal gravings,
especially those of animals. The red
sandstone torso of a man is particularly
impressive for its realism. However, the most
impressive of the figurines is perhaps the
bronze image of the famous dancing girl
(identified as devadasi), found at
Mohenjodaro.

• For their children, they made cattle-toys with movable heads, model monkeys which
could slide down a string, little toy-carts, and whistles shaped like birds, all of terracotta.
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Religious Life
• Main object of worship was the Mother Goddess. But the upper classes preferred a god,

nude with two horns, much similar to Pasupati Siva. Represented on the seal is a figure
with three horned heads in a yogic posture. He is surrounded by an elephant, a tiger and a
rhinoceros, and below his throne is a buffalo. Near his feet are two deer. Pashupatinath
represented male deity.

• Phallus (lingam) and yoni worship was also prevalent.
• Many trees (pipal), animals (bull), birds (dove, pigeon) and stones were worshipped. Unicorn

was also worshipped. However, no temple has been found, though idolatry was practiced.
• At Kalibangan and Lothal fire altars have been found.
• Although no definite proof is available with regard to the disposal of the dead, a broad view

is that probably there were three methods of disposing the dead - complete burial, burial
after exposure of the body to birds and beasts, and cremation followed by burial of the
ashes.
The discovery of cinerary urns and jars, goblets or vessels with ashes, bones and charcoal
may, however, suggest that during the flourishing period of the Indus Valley culture the third
method was generally practiced. In Harappa, there is one place where evidence of coffin
burial is there. The people probably believed in ghosts and evil spirits, as amulets were
worn.

• Dead bodies were placed in the north-south orientation.

Political Organization
• There is no clear idea of the political organization of the Indus Valley people. Perhaps they

were more concerned with commerce and they were possibly ruled by a class of merchants.
• Also, there was an organization like a municipal corporation to look after the civic amenities

of the people.

Science and Astronomy
The Harappan people knew the measuring tools of length, mass, and time. They were the first in

the world in developing a system of uniform weights and measures. Their measurements were extremely
precise. Their smallest division, which was marked on an ivory scale found in Lothal, was approximately
1.704 mm, the smallest division ever recorded on a scale of the Bronze Age.

Harappan Sites in India
Harappa Civilization: Excavations at the site have led to following specific findings:

• Two rows of six granaries with brick platforms; 12 granaries together had the same area as
the Great Granary at Mohenjodaro;

• Evidences of coffin burial and cemetry ‘H’ culture (two antelopes and the hunter on a
postherd from a cemetry have been discovered).

• Single-room barrack.
• Evidence of direct trade interaction with Mesopotamia.
• A red sandstone male torso.
• Stone symbols of female genitals.
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Mohenjodaro Civilization: Some of the specific findings during the excavations of Mohenjodaro
include:

• A college, a multi-pillared assembly hall.
• The Great bath (the most important public place of the city).
• A large granary (the largest building of Mohenjo-daro).
• A piece of woven cotton along with spindle whorls and needles.
• Superficial evidence of horse.
• A pot-stone fragment of Mesopotamian origin.
• Evidence of direct trade contact with Mesopotamia.
• A bronze dancing girl.
• Evidence of violent death of some of the inhabitants (discovery

of human skeletons put together).
• A seal representing Mother Goddess with a plant growing

from her womb, and a Woman to be sacrificed by a man with
a knife in his hand.

• A bearded man;
• A seal with a picture suggesting Pashupati Mahadev.

Kalibangan
Kalibangan was an important Harappan city. The word ‘Kalibangan’ means ‘black bangles’. A

ploughed field was the most important discovery of the early excavations. Later excavations at Kalibangan
made the following specific discoveries.

• A wooden furrow.
• Seven ‘fire-altars’ in a row on a platform, suggesting the practice of the cult of sacrifice.
• Remains of massive brick wall around both the citadel and the lower town (the second

Harappan site after Lothal to have the lower town also walled).
• Bones of camel.
• A tiled floor which bears intersecting design of circles.
• A human head with long oval eyes, thick lower lips, receding forehead and straight pointed

nose,
• Evidences of two types of burials:

(a) burials in a circular grave and
(b) burials in a rectangular grave.

Other Sites
Dholavira:The site of Dholavira locally known as kotada is in the Khadir island of Kutch. It is

remarkable for its magnificent planning and enormity of area and deposit. The latest excavations at
Dholavira measures about 600 m. on the north-south axis and 775 m. on the east-west. Inside the
general fortification, there are three distinct complexes-An Acropolis, a middle town and a lower town,
the first two of them strongly fortified. The acropolis was provided with one gate at each side. Of the two
gates, one each on the east and north are exposed and found furnished with a flight of steps, a sunken
passageway flanked by elevated chambers, and a high front terrace-a remarkably elaborate layout.
Further, use of highly polished stone-blocks and pillars along the passage may speak of architectural

Bust of a Man,
Mohenjodaro
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achievement without parallel at any Indus site so far. In the centre of the citadel, there is an almost
13 m wide water reservoir along with a feeder channel covered with slabs and provided with manholes
for occasional desilting. Besides, there are two lapidary workshops. The most outstanding discovery
is the find of a large sized inscription of ten Harappan signs which may be a signboard.

Lothal: Lothal was an important trade centre of
the Harappan culture, the town planning in Lothal was
different from that of Harappa and Mohenjo-daro. The
city was divided into six sections. Each section was
built on a wide platform of unripe bricks. Each platform
was separated by a road with width ranging from 12
feet to 20 feet.

Excavations at Lothal led to some specific
discoveries which include:

• Remains of rice husk (the only other
Harappan city where the rice husk has
been found is Rangpur, near Ahmedabad).

• An artificial dockyard.
• Evidence of horse from a doubtful terracotta figurine.
• Impressions of cloth on some of the seals.
• Evidences of direct trade contact with Mesopotamia.
• Houses with entrances on the main street (the houses of all other Harappan cities had side

entries).
• A ship designed on a seal.
• A terracotta ship.
• A painting on a jar resembling the story of the cunning fox narrated in the Panchatantra.
• Evidence of double burial (burying a male and a female in a single grave).
• Evidence of a game similar to modern day chess.
• An instrument for measuring 180°, 90° and 45° angles (the instrument points to modern

day compass).

Surkotada: Situated in Kutch (Bhuj) district of Gujarat and excavated by J.R. Joshi in 1972,
Surkotada was an important fortified Harappan settlement. The site is important particularly because
it has provided the first actual remains of horse bones. A cemetery with four pot burials with some
human bones has also been found. A grave has been found in association with a big rock, a rare finding
of the Harappan culture.

Chanhu-daro: Excavations at Chanhu-daro have revealed three different cultural layers from
lowest to the top being Indus culture, the Jhukar culture and the Jhangar culture. The site is specially
important for providing evidences about different Harappan factories. These factories produced seals,
toys and bone implements. It was the only Harappan city without a citadel. Some remarkable findings
at Chanhu-daro include bronze figures of bullock cart and ekkas; a small pot suggesting an kinkwell,
footprints of an elephant and a dog chasing a cat..

Kot-diji: Kot Diji, 40 km east of Mohen-jo-Daro on the left bank, is one of the earliest known
fortified city. It was a startling discovery which gave new evidence of pre-Harappan culture and pushed
back Pakistan‘s history by another 500 years. It was an important site in Sindh having a citadel and

An ancient well, and the city drainage
canals in Lothal
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the lower town. It had defensive wall with a mud brick revetment in the exterior with bastions and the
inner face was enforced at intervals with a stone revetment bounded with stone courses at the bottom.

Alamgirpur: Alamgirpur is considered the eastern boundary of the Indus culture. Although the
wares found here resemble those at other Harappan sites, other findings suggest that Alamgirpur
developed during late-Harappan culture. The site is remarkable for providing the impression of cloth on
a trough.

Ropar: Ropar is a Harappan site from where remains of pre-Harappan and Harappan cultures
have been found. Buildings at Ropar were made mainly of stone and soil. Important findings at the site
include pottery, ornaments, copper axes, chert blades, terracotta blades, one inscribed steatite seal
with typical Indus pictographs, several burials interred in oval pits, and a rectangular mud-brick chamber.
There is also an evidence of burying a dog below the human burial (Though the practice was prevalent
in Burzhom in Kashmir, it was rare in the Harappan context).

Amri: Amri also gives evidences of a pre-Harappan settlement. However, it lacks the fortification
plan of the pre-Harappan phase. A spectacular feature of Amri is that it gives the impression of existence
of transitional culture between pre and post-harappan culture. Important findings at Amri include the
actual remains of rhinceros; traces of Jhangar culture in late or declining Harappan phase and fire altars.

Banwali: Situated in Hissar district of Haryana, Banwali has provided two phases of culture
during its excavations; the pre-Harappan (Phase I) and the Harappan (Phase II). Though phase II
belonged to the Harappan period, chess-board or grid pattern of town planning was not always followed
as in other Harappan sites.

The roads were neither always straight, nor did they cut at right angles. It also lacked another
remarkable feature of the Harappan civilization is a systematic drainage system. A high quality barley
has been found in excavations. Other important material remains include ceramics, steatite seal and
a few terracotta sealings with typical Indus script.

Suktagendor: Suktagendor, situated in Sindh (Pakistan), was an important coastal town of the
Indus civilisation. Excavations of Suktagendor have revealed a two-fold division of the township: the
Citadel and the Lower City. It is said that Suktagendor was originally a port which later cut off from the
sea due to coastal uplift.

Naushero: The site of Naushero, located six km away from Mehargarh had developed Kotdijian
settlement. Blocks of mud houses divided by roads and streets were found during the excavation. The
typical Indus pottery was associated with the monumental structures of Indus culture., Historians
were found many large sized structures of mud bricks and platforms and a 7.25 m wide wall. In
comparison to Daborkot, it was a smaller settlement but sharing fully the developmental process
towards maturity of urbanization.

Decline of Indus Valley Civilization
By about 1700 BC, the Harappan culture was on the verge of decline. The causes of its decline

are not certain. The physical existence of the civilization ended due to various factors.
• Ecological changes led to the decline of land and agriculture, thereby enforcing the need to

evacuate to other areas might have been the reason for the disintegration of the Indus valley. Shifts
in the monsoon pattern and changes in temperature led to the areas becoming more arid.

• Increase in population, excessive deforestation, decline in agriculture etc. might have created
economic problems leading to the gradual decay of the culture. The marked decline in the
quality of building and town planning indicates that the authorities were losing control.
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• The changes in the river flow patterns and correspondent widespread flooding would have
disrupted the agricultural base.

• The invasion of the Aryans is the other view that is said to be another reason which might
have also led to the decline of the Indus valley.

Thus, the most brilliant civilisation of the ancient world disintegrated.

Vedic Civilization - The Aryans
The initial migrations of the Aryan people into India began around 1500 BC.

The Aryans came down from the Central Asian region, and entered India through the Khyber
Pass. They intermingled with the local populace, and assimilated themselves into the social framework.
They took up the agricultural lifestyle of their predecessors, and established small agrarian communities
across the territory of modern Punjab.

The Aryans are believed to have brought with them the horse, developed the Sanskrit language
(written in Devanagri Script) and made significant in roads into the
prevailing faiths of the times. These factors played a crucial role in
the shaping of Indian culture.

Sanskrit is the basis of the majority of Indian languages. The
religion of the Aryans, which sprung during the Vedic era, with its
rich pantheon of Gods and Goddesses, and its storehouse of myths
and legends, became the foundation of the Hindu religion as we
know it today.

The early religion of the Aryans was basically nature worship.
The objects of nature the sun, moon, water, earth, fire, each had a
presiding deity, who had to be propitiated for peace and general well-
being.

The Aryans developed a rich tradition. They composed the
hymns of the four Vedas, the great philosophical poems that are at the heart of Hindu philosophy.

A settled lifestyle brought in complex forms of government and social patterns. This period saw
the evolution of the caste system, and the emergence of kingdoms and republics. The events described
in the two great Indian epics, the Ramayana and the Mahabharata, are likely to have occurred

during the 1000 BC to 800 BC period.

In course of time, the Aryans got divided into tribes which
had settled in different regions of northwestern India. Tribal
chieftainship gradually became hereditary, though the chief usually
functioned in consultation with either a committee or the entire
tribe. Still later, with the creation of diverse kinds of vocation, the
internal division of the Aryan society developed along caste lines.

Their social framework was composed mainly of the following
groups: the Brahmana (priests and scholars), Kshatriya (warriors),
Vaishya (farmers and traders) and Shudra (menial workers). It
was, in the beginning, a division of occupations; as such it was
open and flexible. Much later, caste status and the corresponding

 Lord Rama, the hero of the
epic Ramayana

A scene from the famous
battle of Kurukshetra,

described in the Mahabharata
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occupation came to depend on birth, and change from one caste or occupation to another became far
more difficult.

Aryans Political System
The political system of the Aryans in their initial days here was amazingly complex, though quite

ingenious. They hung around together in small village settlements (which later grew to kingdoms) and
the basis of their political and social organization was, not surprisingly, the clan or kula. Being of
somewhat militant nature, this was very much a patriarchal society, with the man in the house expected
to keep his flock in control.

Groups of kulas together formed a Grama or village, which was headed by a Gramina. Many
villages formed another political unit called a Visya, headed by a Visyapati. The Visyas in turn collected
under a Jana, which was ruled by a Rajana or king. However, the precise relationship between the
grama, the visya and the jana has not been clearly defined anywhere.

The King was the Supreme Power
The king was yet to become the all-powerful monarch that he eventually became. Although he

lived as befitted a king, he was supposed to work in tandem with the people’s wishes. He had an
elaborate court of many officials, including the chief queen (Mahishi) who was expected to help in the
decision making process. Two assemblies, Sabha and Samiti further assisted the king. The Samiti
was roughly equivalent to our modern Lower House or the Lok Sabha, with members that represented
the people, and the Sabha was a permanent body of selected men.

So everything was very proper and democratic. This was obviously speedily amended. As one
Jana swallowed another and kingdoms arose out of their ashes, the king became increasingly the
despot that we are all more familiar with. Women seemed to have had it good at this time, but then
through almost all of the ancient period of Indian history women continued to command respect and
considerable pull in society. Although by the time of the Mahabharata their position had fallen enough
for them to be treated as a man’s property, as is evinced by the episode where Yudhistra gambles
away his wife. 

No Rigidity in Caste System
The caste system (Varna system) as is known now does not seem to have evolved yet and even

when it did, it was not the rigid thing it became by the time of the Guptas but was a loose social
system where people could move up and down the social scale. Aryan’s worshipped nature gods they
prayed to the Usha (Dawn), Prajapati (The Creator), Rudra (Thunder), Indra (Rain), Surya (Sun) and so
on. These gods and goddesses were appeased by prayers and sacrifices.

As time went this idyllic life among the beautiful wooded country with a benevolent monarch, a
democratic senate and an open social system failed to survive. Power won over all else.

Growth of Jainism and Buddhism
The sixth century BC was a time of turmoil, of political and social transformations in India. It was

during this period that Vardhaman Mahavira (599 BC-527 BC) propounded Jainism while Gautama
the Buddha (563 BC- 483 BC) founded Buddhism.  These religions, preached non-violence towards all
living creatures, tolerance and self-discipline. In the centuries that followed, the Buddhist monk-
missionaries and monks spread their religion to other Asian countries including Sri Lanka, China,
Japan, Korea, to name a few, where it is practiced till today.
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Vardhamana Mahavira

Vardhamana Mahavira was not the founder of Jainism, but he reformed and refined previous
teachings of the Jaina tradition. Mahavira was born in 599 BC at
Kundagram near modern Patna. Scholars debate the birth date and place.
Some claim it to be as late as 490 BC in Kundagram near Vaishali or in
Vaishali, which is in present day Bihar. Mahavira was born to a high-
ranking family and received an education fit for a nobleman. He learned
about literature, art, philosophy, and military and administrative sciences.
Mahavira married a princess named Yasoda and had a daughter named
Anojja. When Mahavira was 28, his parents died, and Mahavira wanted
to abandon everything and everyone.

To please his brother, Mahavira decided to stay at his home until
the age of 30. For those two years, Mahavira practiced self-discipline
and gave up luxuries by giving charity to beggars.

When Mahavira left his family at the age of 30, he also gave up all
property, wealth, and pleasures. He left his home and mediated, fasted,
and went without water. After all this, Mahavira tore out his hair and

wandered naked with a piece of cloth on his shoulder. Mahavira essentially became a homeless man.
This did not bother Mahavira, because he was going to teach the Jain Religion. Vardhamana Mahavira
became the 24th Tirthankara or “ford-maker” of the Jain or Jaina Religion. Jainism was founded by
Rishabhanath (Emblem:Bull). There have 24 Tirthankaras (Prophets or Gurus). The 23rd Tirthankar is
Parshwanath (Embalem:Snake), the 24th and last Tirthankar was Vardhman Mahvira (Embalem:Lion).

Mahavira traveled naked to various parts of northern India, teaching and preaching. These parts
included Bihar, western Bengal, and western Uttar Pradesh. Mahavira attracted all kinds of people,
including kings, queens, rich, poor and both men and women.

Mahavira taught that the center of right conduct was the five great vows of which he preached until
his death. Four were from the previous teacher Parshva, and the fifth was his own. The vows were
(asteya) to not take anyone’s private possessions, (satya) to always tell the truth, (aparigraha) to not
own any property, (ahimsa) to not injure or annoy any living thing, and (brahmacarya) to have complete
celibacy. Parshva let his followers wear clothing, but Mahavira did not want his followers to wear any.
In this, Mahavira was very faithful to his teachings. The most noticeable extent of these vows was that
Mahavira let vermin inhabit his body, because it was wrong to kill any living creature. Mahavira vowed
to neglect his body and agreed to suffer all things that could happen. “Mahavira taught 73 methods for
exertion in goodness by which many creatures, who believed in and accepted them, studied, learned,
understood, and practiced them, and acted according to them, obtained perfection, enlightenment,
deliverance, beatitude, and an end to all misery”. This was the very extreme form of the vow. He gave
up all he had and was celibate.

Mahavira’s quest, for himself and others, was to finally reach nirvana or salvation. Nirvana is the
attainment of the blissful state of one’s self and of total freedom from the cycle of birth, death, life, pain,
and misery. The final step for Mahavira and all that follow him was the final removal of the karma or self.
Mahavira attained nirvana the 13th year of his new Jain life. This happened while he was fasting, not
drinking water for two days, and meditating. Not only did Mahavira attain nirvana but he also attained
kevala. Kevala is the absolute knowledge and is the highest awareness.

Vardhamana Mahavira finally died in 527 BC at the age of 72 at Bavapuri. Mahavira is believed to
have become Siddha, never to go through the cycle of birth and death. Mahavira was able to rid himself
of karma by destroying it and won his soul’s salvation by never returning to earth.

 Vardhamana Mahavira
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Jain Councils
• The First Jain Council was held at Pataliputra about 300 BC under the leadership of

Sthulabhdra. The Jain canons were compiled in this council. It resulted in the compilation
of 12 Angas to replace 14 Purvas.

• The Second Jain Council was held at Valabhi in the 5th century AD by the Svetambaras
under the leadership of Devardhi Kshamasramana. During this Council, the 12 Angas and
12 Upangas were finally compiled here in Ardh Magadhi language.

Gautama Buddha

Sidhartha was born (563 BC; Kapilavastu, Nepal) into the
Gautama family of the Shakaya clan. The Shakayas were members
of the priestly-warrior caste. In fact, Sidhartha’s father was the
head of the tribe so Sidhartha was a prince and seemed destined
to rule. He lived a luxurious life and the received the best education
his father’s wealth could provide, but his father also sheltered him
from life’s hardships. He married a woman named Yashodhara
and they lived in his father’s house. Sidhartha was still protected
from the trials of life. Yashodhara gave birth to a son, and Sidhartha
believed that he was happy.

Then, during one of his few excursions from the protection of
his father’s palace, Sidhartha saw three things which opened the
harsh realities of life to him. He saw an old man, suffering from the
frailties of age. He saw a sick man, suffering from disease. He
also saw a dead man, which shocked him greatly.  He finally
realized that the infirmities of old age, and the pain of sickness
and death caused suffering that he had never experienced. This
revelation caused him to begin a search for truth that drastically

changed his life, and, eventually, the lives of millions.

At the age of twenty-nine he left his home, his wife, his son, and his father. He gave up his claim
to the succession of his father’s throne and left the palace. He studied Yogic meditation with two
Brahman hermits and achieved high cognitive states in both trance and meditation, but his desire for
absolute truth was not satisfied.

For the next six years, Sidhartha placed his body under severe asceticism, which included
extreme fasting and suspension of breathing. These practices almost killed him, but they did not
satisfy his search for truth. He finally ended his acetic lifestyle and began to eat. Sidhartha decided to
meditate until the absolute truth would lie clearly in front of him. He meditated under a Bodhi tree where
he sat facing east.

At the age of thirty-five, on the night of the full moon, Sidhartha reached enlightenment and
became an “enlightened one”, a Buddha (528 BC) He had at last discovered the truth he had sought,
and he immediately shared it with five ascetics who had practiced near him.

After a few weeks of rest, he decided to teach the way to enlightenment to others and went to
Deer Garden (Varanasi, UP) where he held his first sermon, “ The turning wheel of Dharma.” Sidhartha
felt a strong call to teach others even though he could never teach the content of enlightenment, only
the way of enlightenment. Buddha called his teachings “the middle way”, because it was in the middle
between asceticism and indulgence.

 Gautama Buddha
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For the next forty-five years he taught as the Buddha or “Shakyamuni” (sage of the shakaya”). He
also established a community of monks called sanga. The Buddha died after forty-five years of teaching
at the age of eighty in 483 BC at Kushi nagar.

The Buddhist Councils

The First Council: Three months after the Buddha’s Mahaparinirvana (passing away), his
immediate disciples convened a council at Rajagriha in 483 BC (King was Ajatshatru). Maha Kassapa,
the most respected and senior monk, presided at the Council. Divided the teaching of Buddha into two
pitakas, Vinya Pitaka and Sutta Pitaka.  Upali recited the Vinaya Pitaka and Ananda recited the Sutta
Pitaka.

The Second Council: At Vaishali, in 383 BC under Sabakami (King was Kalasoka). The follower’s
divived into Sthavirmadins and Mahasangikas.

The Third Council: During the reign of Emperor Asoka in the 3rd  Century BC, the Third Council
was held at Pataliputra to discuss the differences of opinion among the bhikkhus of different sects. At
this Council differences of opinion were not confined to the Vinaya, but also concerned the Dharma.
The President of the Council, Moggaliputta Tissa, compiled a book called the Kathavatthu which
refuted the heretical, false views and theories held by some sects occurring at the time. The teaching
approved and accepted by this Council became known as Sthaviras or Theravada, “Teaching of the
Elders”. The Abhidhamma Pitaka was included at this Council. After the Third Council, King Asoka
sent missionaries to Sri Lanka, Kanara, Karnataka, Kashmir, Himalaya region, Burma, even nowadays
Afghanistan. Asoka’s son, Ven. Mahinda, brought the Tripitaka to Sri Lanka, along with the commentaries
that were recited at the Third Council. These teachings later became known as the “Pali-canon”.

The Fourth Council: The Fourth Buddhist Council was held under the auspices of King Kaniska
at Jalandhar or in Kashmir in 72 AD, where 499 monks of the Sarvastivadin school compiled a new
canon. This council was never recognised by the Theravada school. Buddhism was divied into Mahayana
and Hinayana Sects.

The Fifth Council (Burma): The 5th  Buddhist Council was held from 1868 to 1871 in Mandalay,
Burma where the text of the Pali Canon was revised and inscribed on 729 marble slabs.

The Sixth Council (Burma): The 6th  Buddhist Council was held at Rangoon, Burma in 1954-1956.

Rise of Magadha

With land becoming property and society being divided on the basis of occupations and castes,
conflicts and disorders were bound to arise. Organized power to resolve these issues therefore emerged,
gradually leading to the formation of full-fledged state systems, growing into mighty empires.

Haryanka Dynasty

Bimbisara (544BC- 492BC): The first important Magadhan king who emerges into the limelight
was Bimbisara (544-492 BC) of the Haryanka dynasty. He was an extremely polished diplomat and
crafty statesman. While the earlier rulers had brought Magadha out of clear and present danger, it was
Bimbisara who consolidated and increased that power and really gave it the identity of a kingdom.

Through some clever marital and martial policies he pushed the frontiers of Magadha over, according
to a source, eighty thousand villages. Bimbisara was a contemporary of the Buddha and met him
twice, thanks to his wife Khema’s reverence for the teacher. When he met him the second time, in
Rajgriha (which is an important Buddhist pilgrimage today), Bimbisara converted to Buddhism.
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Assasination of Bimbisara

Apparently Bimbisara was assasinated by his impatient son Ajatsatru, who was a good friend of
the Buddha’s cousin Devadutta. This Devadutta, not to be judged by his cousin’s credentials, was very
much a blot on his family name and talked Ajatsatru into killing his father in the first place.

However, there is evidence that his crime weighed on Ajatsatru’s mind, and in the end he confessed
his crime to the Buddha before converting to Buddhism. Apart from this, Ajatsatru was very much his
father’s son and continued his imperialist policies. One particularly bitter, acrimonious and prolonged
rivalry went on between him and the Lichchavi dynasty that ruled Vaishali (in Bihar), which he eventually
managed to conquer.

Ajatsatru (492 BC- 460 BC): Was a colorful character and a man of sentiment. There are tales of
his passionate affair with the chief courtesan of Vaishali, called Amrapali. Then, when the Buddha
attained parinirvana (nirvana from all births and bonds), Ajatsatru insisted upon a part of his relics be
buried in a stupa (shrine) that he got erected in Rajgriha. He said, “The lord was a kshatriya (the warrior
caste of the Varna system), so am I. Therefore, I am worthy of a share of his relics upon which I will
erect a stupa.”

Shishunaga Dynasty

Founded by Shishunaga. He was succeeded by Kalasoka. This Dynasty lasted for just two
generations only. The last recorded ruler of the family was Kakavarna who was put to death by
Mahapadmananda, of the Nanda dynasty which followed the Shishungas.

The Nandas

The Nandas could never be popular rulers despite their airs of magnificence and immense wealth
(which they amassed by huge taxation). They were of low born sudra stock and hence had the odds
stacked against them right from the start. By now the kings had become the more familiar despots and
were becoming increasingly unapproachable.

The Nandas, though very powerful with a huge standing army and a grand court, were apparently
a very vain lot. Indeed, traditional sources give us a very unflattering picture of the kings of this family.
Much of this can be discounted  the Nandas were sudras to start with (which queered them with the
Aryan Brahmins who were writing one half of these sources) and never bothered to associate with the
Buddhists and Jains (who were writing the other half).

The Nanda who unwittingly became the most famous of the entire dynasty was Dhanananda. He
started his own downfall by insulting a certain unsightly looking Brahmin, who unfortunately for
Dhanananda, turned out to have surprising vision, intellect and Machiavellian cunning.

Chanakya – The Man with Master Mind

This Brahmin was called Chanakya. This was time (around 326 BC) when Alexander came
visiting India’s northwest borders along Taxila where the king, called Ambhi, laid out the red carpet for
him. There was an active concern among all except the king Dhanananda himself that Alexander would
come all the way to Magadha. The first thing that Chanakya tried to achieve was to raise a confederacy
against the foreign invader. Though this attempt, to a large extent failed, what it did manage was to
bring Chanakya into political limelight of the day. He made many friends in high places, which set him
off on a bigger goal  to overthrow the Nandas.

One of the main reasons the confederacy against Alexander never got going was that Magadha,
as the most powerful kingdom and the obvious leader for the rest to follow, simply refused to fall in.
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Dhanananda apparently not only flatly refused to spend good cash on a mad project like this, but also
managed to offend Chanakya so thoroughly by his insolent behavior that the Brahmin went away
convinced that the king deserved to be overthrown. It was a good thing that Chanakya’s concerns were
in vain; Alexander never did come all the way to Magadha; in fact, he didn’t even get close. Long before
that summer set in and his armies started grumbling, while he himself fell ill (this illness would eventually
be the end of the great king in 323 BC, at a tragically early age of 32).

So the Greek armies turned around after leaving Seleucus Nikator as Alexander’s general in the
region. The Greeks established a colony along the border who eventually mingled with the local populace,
thus forming a new stock of people. This meant not only political, but also cultural and social exchange
with the Greek which influenced Indian warfare, painting and sculpture (a whole school of art called
Gandhara School of Art came up of the amalgam), trade and economy. While we, in turn, influenced
their science, astronomy, art and philosophy.

In these exciting times, Chanakya was going about with a single-minded focus to find a replacement
for Dhananada. This he found in young Chandragupta Maurya (324-298 BC).

 Mauryan Dynasty
The dynasty that Chandragupta and Chanakya established in Magadha together, the Mauryan

dynasty, was the first real dynasty of Indian history. The first among the Mauryas, however, is quite
a mystery figure in history and not much is known about him. Descriptions of his good looks have led
some to conclude that he had Greek blood in him. and since he was supposed to have come from the
North, certainly he was of the hills. Much hair splitting has happened over him, his credentials to the
throne, his family, even his name; with one of the theories claiming that he was actually the son of

Dhanananda mistress called Mura, and hence the name Maurya

However, all this is up there in the realm of conjecture, since we are
never likely to know the truth about Chandragupta Maurya’s background.
His mentor himself doesn’t throw any light on his origins; indeed, if he was
in fact low born, Chanakya’s attempts would have been more in the direction
of hushing them up. He was on the look out for a shrewd, intelligent young
man who had a certain genius for battle as also ruling, suffice is that he got
him.

Together they both made a formidable team and stayed together till
the end of Chandragupta’s reign, when Chanakya lived to see the early half
of his successor Bindusara’s (298-273 BC) reign too. There’s sufficient
evidence to prove that elaborate planning and much intrigue went to shake

the Nandas out of the Magadha throne. A few early attempts, in fact, failed. There’s a story about how
Chandragupta finally got the idea that managed to defeat the Nanda might. Apparently he was walking
round Taxila when he saw a woman feeding her son a dish of rice and lentils. As the son started to go
straight for the middle of the dish, his mother reprimanded him and told him to start eating from the
sides, for the centre was bound to be hotter. This gave Chandragupta the idea to abandon trying to
directly take on the Magadhan armies, and consolidate his position around it first and choke the
Nandas so to speak.

After Magadha was taken, Chanakya and Chandragupta had most of their allies summarily disposed
off and integrated their kingdoms into one strong Mauryan empire. His successor Bindusara although
known as Amitraghat (slayer of foes) was neither a conqueror nor a military man. But he was a

 Chandragupta
Maurya
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dynamic and brilliant diplomat. He started sending and receiving missions to Egypt, Greece, Persia,
Mesopotamia and various other countries. Trade increased, the economy prospered and there was
general prosperity in the kingdom. There were several rebellions in the border regions in this period
(regular features through out Indian history), for which he sent out his son Ashoka Maurya, who was
very successful in dealing with them.

In 327 BC, Alexander the Great (356-323 BC), of Macedonia (modern Greece) crossed into
northwest India. He conquered a large part of the Indian Territory before his disgruntled generals, tired of
war, forced him to return home. Alexander left behind Greek governors to rule over Indian territories won
by him. These regions gradually got merged with the Indian states owing to wars and political upheavals.

However, the contact between the two cultures left an indelible impact on Indian art. The legendary
Gandhara School of Art flourished in the Gandhara region (modern Afghanistan). It was the hallmark
of Indo-Greek fusion art.

Ashoka the Great

Ashoka Piyadassi Maurya (269-232 BC) was perhaps Buddhism’s most famous convert. He has
caught the imagination of many as the cruel king who suddenly, after one battle, saw the light and
became an avowed non-violent. The truth was a little more complicated than that.

Ashoka’s conversion had been building for sometime before the famous battle of Kalinga in 261
BC (present Orissa) which is supposed to have knocked the wastefulness of war into him ever since
his younger brother Tissa converted to Buddhism. and he wasn’t really a cruel king, even though he did
put all his brothers to death to come to the throne,  but then that was no different from what any other
aspiring king would have done, and no doubt any of his brothers in similar circumstances would have
done the same. Most of what we know about him comes from Buddhist traditions, which would naturally
try to portray him as this really ruthless animal who turned into a radically decent person as soon as
he converted to Buddhism.

Nevertheless, Ashoka’s reign has remained unique all through our Indian history. Under him, for
the first time, almost the entire regions of present day India were united under one central authority.
Ashoka made Buddhism the state religion for having found peace in it. He wanted others to find it as
well, although no conversions were forced upon the people.

This last was a clever political move as well for nothing unites a nation like the bonds of a
common religion, as recommended by the crafty Chanakya in his masterpiece Arthasastra, a political
and economic critique.

Next, Ashoka propounded his celebrated philosophy of Dhamma, which was a something like a
correct moral code of conduct meets metaphysics. It has been suggested that Ashoka abandoned all
violence so thoroughly that he even disbanded the army. This, however, was not true; for certainly the
tone of some of the edicts that he has left strewn all over India, in which he warns troublemakers in the
northwest border regions, is very much that of a king in control and ready to back up word with force.
Ashoka also sent Buddhist missionaries abroad to spread the light; the most famous of these was
sent to then Ceylon (Sri lanka), under his own son Mahindra and daughter Sanghamitra.

After Ashoka the Mauryan dynasty fizzled out surprisingly quickly. of Ashoka’s sons, one Tivara
died in his lifetime, another Kunala established an independent kingdom in the Kashmir region. Mahindra
was, of course, appointed to carry out the more esoteric side of his father’s concerns. The successor
then was Jaloka, who succeeded when Ashoka died in 232 BC. He was physically very weak and died
after just eight years. Confusion reigned for some years after his death, which was ended by Pushyamitta
Sunga (184-149 BC) taking over. Last mauryan ruler Biruhat Ratha was killed by Pushyamitra Sunga.
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The Post Maurya Period

In the post Maurya period, three dynasties jostled, came and went with astonishing speed on the
Magadhan throne.

The first among these were the Sungas, under whom the country made certain progress.

The Sunga rulers were also quite successful in checking foreign invasions. Art and culture also
flourished considerably under the Sungas who were particularly known to be great patrons of both.

They were followed by the Kanvas who were almost like a blip in the scene of Indian history,
lasting only 45 years in all. The other important dynasty of this Post-Mauryan confusion was the
Andhras or the Satavahanas.

According to traditional sources, they were apparently Dasyus (as opposed to Aryans) from
south India. Even in Ashoka’s time, this dynasty had risen to quite a bit of prominence along the
southwest regions.

The dynasty had 30 kings, however we get to names only with Simukha (235-213 BC), who has
been credited with founding the dynasty although his claim is in dispute by historians that is. Simukha
himself, one presumes, is now beyond caring. One of the most famous rulers of this dynasty was Sri
Satkarni (194-184 BC), who had a kingdom covering almost all of south India, down to the Andhra
region and around with his capital as the present Aurangabad.

Kushan Dynasty
After the disintegration of the Mauryan Empire in the second century B.C., South Asia became a

collage of regional powers with overlapping boundaries. India’s unguarded northwestern border again
attracted a series of invaders between 200 B.C. and A.D. 300. The invaders became “Indianized” in the
process of their conquest and settlement. Also, this period witnessed remarkable intellectual and
artistic achievements inspired by cultural diffusion and syncretism. The Indo-Greeks, or the Bactrians,
of the northwest contributed to the development of numismatics; they were followed by another group,
the Shakas (or Scythians), from the steppes of Central Asia, who settled in western India. Still other
nomadic people, the Yuezhi, who were forced out of the Inner Asian steppes of Mongolia, drove the
Shakas out of northwestern India and established the Kushana Kingdom (first century B.C.-third century
A.D.). The Kushana Kingdom controlled parts of Afghanistan and Iran, and in India the realm stretched
from Purushapura (modern Peshawar, Pakistan) in the northwest, to Varanasi (Uttar Pradesh) in the
east, and to Sanchi (Madhya Pradesh) in the south. For a short period, the kingdom reached still
farther east, to Pataliputra. The Kushana Kingdom was the crucible of trade among the Indian, Persian,
Chinese, and Roman empires and controlled a critical part of the legendary Silk Road. Kanishka, who
reigned for two decades starting around A.D. 78, was the most noteworthy Kushana ruler. He converted
to Buddhism and convened a great Buddhist council in Kashmir. The Kushanas were patrons of
Gandharan art, a synthesis between Greek and Indian styles, and Sanskrit literature. They initiated a
new era called Saka in A.D. 78, and their calendar, which was formally recognized by India for civil
purposes starting on March 22, 1957, is still in use.

The Classical Age - Gupta Empire and Harsha
Gupta Age

Under Chandragupta I (320-335), the empire was revived in the north. Like Chandragupta Maurya,
he first conquered Magadha, set up his capital where the Mauryan capital had stood (Patna), and from
this base consolidated a kingdom over the eastern portion of northern India. In addition, Chandragupta
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revived many of Asoka’s principles of government. It was his son, however, Samudragupta (335-376),
and later his grandson, Chandragupta II (376-415), who extended the kingdom into an empire over
the whole of the north and the western Deccan. Chandragupta II was the greatest of the Gupta kings
and called Vikramaditya. He presided over the greatest cultural age in India. From Pataliputra, their
capital, he sought to retain political preminence as much by pragmatism and judicious marriage
alliances as by military strength. The greatest writer of the time was Kalidasa. Poetry in the Gupta
age tended towards a few genres: religious and meditative poetry, lyric poetry, narrative histories (the
most popular of the secular literatures), and drama. Kalidasa excelled at lyric poetry, but he is best

known for his dramas. The Indian numeral system—
sometimes erroneously attributed to the Arabs, who
took it from India to Europe where it replaced the
Roman system and the decimal system are Indian
inventions of this period. Aryabhatta’s expositions on
astronomy in 499 A.D. gave calculations of the solar
year and the shape and movement of astral bodies
with remarkable accuracy. Sushruta wrote about a fully
evolved medical system. Indian physicians excelled
in pharmacopoeia, caesarean section, bone setting,
and plastic surgery including skin grafting.

The Guptas fell prey, however, to a wave of migrations by the Huns, a people who originally lived
north of China. Beginning in the 400’s, the Huns began to put pressure on the Guptas. In 480 AD they
conquered the Guptas and took over northern India. Western India was overrun by 500 AD., and the
last of the Gupta kings, presiding over a vastly diminished kingdom, perished in 550 AD. Over the
decades the Huns gradually assimilated into the indigenous population and their state weakened.

Harsha Vardhana

The northern and western regions of India passed into the hands of a dozen or more feudatories.
Gradually, one of them, Prabhakar Vardhana, the ruler of Thanesar, who belonged to the Pushabhukti
family, extended his control over all other feudatories. Prabhakar Vardhan was the first king of the
Vardhan dynasty with his capital at Thanesar now a small town in the vicinity of Kurukshetra in the
state of Haryana. After the death of Prabahakar Vardhan in 606 A.D., his eldest son, RajyaVardhan,
became king of Kanauj. Harsha ascended the throne at the age of 16 after his brother Rajya Vardhana
was killed in a battle against Malwa King Devigupta and Gauda King Sasanka..

Harsha, quickly re-established an Indian empire. From 606-647 AD, he ruled over an empire in
northern India. Harsha was perhaps one of the greatest conquerors of Indian history, and unlike all of
his conquering predecessors, he was a brilliant administrator. He was also a great patron of culture.
His capital city, Kanauj, extended for four or five miles along the Ganges River and was filled with
magnificent buildings. Only one fourth of the taxes he collected went to administration of the government.
The remainder went to charity, rewards, and especially to culture: art, literature, music, and religion.

The most significant achievements of this period, however, were in religion, education, mathematics,
art, and Sanskrit literature and drama. The religion that later developed into modern Hinduism witnessed
a crystallization of its components: major sectarian deities, image worship, bhakti (devotion), and the
importance of the temple. Education included grammar, composition, logic, metaphysics, mathematics,
medicine, and astronomy. These subjects became highly specialized and reached an advanced level.

Because of extensive trade, the culture of India became the dominant culture around the Bay of
Bengal, profoundly and deeply influencing the cultures of Burma, Cambodia, and Sri Lanka. In many

Nalanda University
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ways, the period during and following the Gupta dynasty was the period of “Greater India,” a period of
cultural activity in India and surrounding countries building off of the base of Indian culture.

The history of the Kingdom of Kanauj after the death of Harshavardhana can be said to have been
uncertain till the year 730 AD, when Yashovarman is said to have ruled till 752 AD. This was followed
by the Ayudha dynasty which comprised three kings. The first was Yajrayudha who is said to have
ruled in about 770 AD. After Ayudhs, Prathihara King Nagabhatta II annexed Kannauj. North and north
west part of India after Harsha Vardhana was mostly controlled by Pratihara Kings while Central India
and part of South was mostly under Rashtrakutas dynasty (753-973 AD ). Pala Kings (750-1161 AD)
ruled the Eastern part of India (present Bengal and Bihar).

Pala and Sena
The Pala Empire was founded in 730 AD. They ruled over parts of Bengal and Bihar. Dharmapala

(780-812 AD) was one of the greatest kings of the Pala dynasty. He did much to restore the greatness
of Pataliputra. The Nalanda university was revived under their rule. The Palas had close trade contacts
and cultural links with South-East Asia.

In the early twelfth century, they were replaced by the Sena dynasty. In early 13th century, Tughan
Khan defeated the Sena king, Laxman. After this defeat the Nalanda University was destroyed. The
Pala and Sena dynasty period was 730-1197 AD.

Pratiharas
The greatest ruler of the Pratihara dynasty was Mihir Bhoja. He recovered Kanauj (Kanyakubja)

by 836 AD, and it remained the capital of the Pratiharas for almost a century. He built the city Bhojpal
(Bhopal). Raja Bhoja and other valiant Gujara kings, faced and defeated many attacks of the Arabs
from west. Between 915-918 AD, the attack by a Rashtrakuta king lead to the weakening of the
Pratihara Empire and also devastated the city of Kannauj. In 1018 AD, Mahmud of Gazni ransacked
Kannauj then ruled by Rajyapala Pratihara. The empire broke into independent Rajput states. The
entire pratiharas period was 750-920 AD.

ANCIENT HISTORY OF SOUTH INDIA

The ancient history of peninsular (south) India revolves around the fortunes of three outstanding
and extensive kingdoms: that of the Pandyas, south of Kaveri river with its capital at Madurai; the
Cheras centred around Kerala, and the Cholas on the Coromandel coast. However there were several
other dynasties that co-existed with these prominent ones, though they were unable to reach the
same acme of power and glory.

Pandyas
Were a prominent dynasty in Southern India. Their kingdom, founded in the 6th century BC was

spread over the modern districts of Madurai and Tirunelveli. Their original capital was at Korkoi (on the
Thamirabarny river in Tirunelveli) and later at Madurai. The Ashokan edicts of 3rd  century BC mention
this dynasty. The Kongu Ratta inscriptions of early 5th  century AD bear description of the conflict
between the Pandyas and the Kongu Rattas. Very little is known about Pandyas before the 7th

century AD. Around 940 AD, King Rajaraja of the Chola dynasty reduced the Pandyas to the condition
of tributary dependence. This situation continued for the next two centuries there is historical evidence
that the Pandyas had trade as well as maritime relations with countries like Egypt, Rome, China and
Malaysia.
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We know that in the post-Sangam period, the Kalabhras had occupied the Tamil country. The
Pandyan rulers were reduced to the position of local chieftains. The period of Kalabhras had lasted for
about three centuries. The Pandyan ruler Kadungon played an active role in eliminating the Kalabhras.

He restored the Pandyan rule in the Tamil region by the end of the
Sixth Century A.D. was considered as the founder of the first Pandyan
Empire.

The first Pandyan Empire continued till the beginning of the
Tenth Century A.D. The Cholas defeated the Pandyan ruler, Rajasimha
II. Later, Veerapandya (A.D. 946-966), the last ruler of the first Pandyan
Empire had been defeated and killed by Adhithya Chola. It was the
end of the first Pandyan Empire

Pandyan Kings
Kadungon (A.D. 575 - 600) was succeeded by Maravarman

Avani Sulamani (A.D. 600-625). He was given the title Sadayavarman.
The copper plates refer to him as Friend of Truth. The next ruler of
the Pandyan Empire was Chezhiyan Sendhan (A.D. 625-640). He
was also called Vaanavan. This title indicates his success against
the Cheras. He had also assumed other titles like Maaran Sendhan
and Vendar Vendan. He was responsible for the carving of a cave
temple at Malaiyidaikkurichi in Tirunelveli District.

Maravarman Arikesari (A.D. 640-670)
Maravarman Arikesari was the most famous king of the first Pandyan Empire. He had assumed

the title Parangusan. He was also widely known as Koon Pandyan. The Periyapuranam hails him as
Nhiraseer Nedumaran. He invaded the Pallava kingdom and defeated the Pallavas at Nelveli after which
he assumed the title Nelveli Nedumaran. He was an ardent devotee of Saivism. He was also the
contemporary of the. Saiva Saint, Thirugnanasambandar, who converted him from Jainism to Saivism.

Kochadayan Ranadhira (A.D. 670-710)
Kochadayan Ranadhira had waged aggressive wars against the Cheras and Cholas and defeated

them. He had assumed titles like Mannar Mannan, Vanavan Sembiyan, Madura Karunatakan and
Kongar Koman. During his rule, the Saiva saint, Sundaramoorthi Nayanar visited Madurai.

The Cholas lost their power after the death of Kulothunga III. The Pandyas assumed a great
strength from the middle of the 12 century. The Pandyas expanded in north up to Nellore and Cuddapha
districts. Kulothunga III made Vikraman as the ruler to the Pandya kingdom. Vikraman as succeeded
by Jatarvarman Kulasekara I.

Jatavarman Kulasekara I (1190 AD to 1210 AD)
He was son of Vikraman. His Meikeerthi is a very good source. He fought and compromised with

the Chola king Kulothunga-III. His reign may be regarded as an important land mark in the history of
the second Pandyas. He ruled Madurai, Ramanathapuram, Thirunelveli and Kanyakumari areas. He
created the Rajagambira Chaturvedi mangalam, consisting of 1030 Brahmadeyas. So he was known
as “Rajagambeera”. He appointed Maravarman Sundara Pandya as his crown prince.

The Meenakshi Temple,
Madurai, example of

Pandyan Art
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Maravarman Sundara Pandya -I 1216 AD to 1231 AD
He was the brother of Jadavarman Kulasekara. He had titles like Kaliugarama, Adisaya Pandyadeva.

The King SundaraPandya was an ambitious competent and capable ruler. He fought wars against the
Cholas and the Kongu kings. Maravarman Sundara Pandya captured some portions of Trichy and
modern Pudukottai districts. A good part of the Vishnu temple at Tiruttangal was built. After him
Jadavarman Kulasekara II ruled for sometime.

Maravarman Sundara Pandya II : 1238 AD to 1253 AD
He made many grants to temples. He defeated the chola king Rajendra—III.

Jatavarman Sundara Pandya I : 1251 AD to 1268 AD
He succeeded Maravarman Sundara Pandya II. He had title as Tribhuvana Chakravarthy for

conquering Elam, Kongu and the chola kingdom. During his time the Pandya kingdom became the
Pandya empire. The Cholas completely disappeared from the Tamil scene. The Hoysalas retreated to
the Mysore highlands. Ceylon was conquered. The Kongudesam became a province of the Pandya
kingdom. The chera ruler was defeated. Due to these victories Jalavarman Sundara Pandya I was
known as “Emmandalamum Kondarulliya pandiya”.

Religious Endowments: Jatavarman Sundara Pandya-I provided the roof of Nataraja Shrine in
Chidambaram with gold tiles. He built a hall and the west tower of Chidambaram temple. He rendered
the same golden service to the Ranganatha swami shrine in Srirangam. So he was titled as ‘Ponveintha
Perumal”. He also endowed liberally to some Jain pallis. He patronized Saivism, Vaishnavism and
Hinduism. He coronate his son Maravarman Kulasekaran I as the crown prince.

Maravarman Kulasekaran I: 1268 AD 1308 AD
During his reign foreign writer Marcopolo visited Tamil country and wrote about it. The social

condition of the Tamil country was known from the writings of Muslim historian Wassaf. Maravannan
captured kollam from Chera nadu. Due to this he was called as Kollamkonda Paudya”. He invaded
Ceylon and brought huge wealth from Subhagiri fortress and the tooth relic of the Buddha to Madurai.
His Kingdom expanded till cholanadu and up to Thondaimandalam. He appointed Jatavarman Sundara
Pandya as Viceroy of the Kongu country and Maravarman Vikrama Pandya as Viceroy of Chengleput
and South Arcot Districts. He built the outer all of Nellaiyapper temple in Tirunelveli.

War of success among the Pandya heir apparent made the Muslim rulers to invade Pandya
kingdom. Malik Kafur invaded and carried away as much loot as possible. The whole Pandya country
became part of Muslim empire. The second Pandya rule which lasted for 120 years marked a significant
land mark in the history of Tamil country. During the period of second Pandya rule the glory of the
Pandyas expanded not only to North India but also to Sri Lanka.

Religion

After the decline of the Kalabhra rule, Hinduism was once again revived and Buddhism and
Jainism began to decline. The Pandyan kings had patronized Vaishnavism, Saivism and Jainism.

The Nayanmars had preached Saivism while the Alwars preached Vaishnavism. They had spread
the spirit of Bakthi among the people. The spread of Bakthi cult inculcated religious feelings and
service mindedness among the people. These qualities had taken deep roots in the Tamil society.
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The Saivaite Saints, namely Thirugnana-sambandar and Manickavasagar had lived in the Pandya
country and propagated Saivism. Similarly the Vaishnavaite Saints, Nammalwar, Perialwar and Andal
had preached Vaishnavism in the Pandyan kingdom. The Pandya kings generally followed religious
tolerance. They had made liberal donations and gifts to the Jain monks and to their educational institutions.

Rock-cut Temples

The Pandyan kings had also carved several rock cut cave temples in their kingdom. More than
fifty cave temples have been found in different parts of the Pandyan Empire. The most important of
them are found in Malaiyadikkurichi, Anaimalai, Thirupparankundram and Tiruchi. These caves were
dedicated to Siva, Vishnu and Brahmma.

Stone Temples

These temples were built of Stones and bricks. They are very simple in their style. Each temple
consists of a Garbagraha, Ardhamandapa and Mahamandapa. The stone temples of the Pandyas
were found at Kovilpatti, Thiruppathur and Madurai.

Sculptures

The Pandyan period had also witnessed the development of sculptures. The sculptures of Siva,
Subramanya, Ganesha, Brahmma and Durga are found on the walls of the rock-cut caves. The
Thirupparankundram temple contains wonderful sculptures and they provide evidence for the growth of
sculptures in the Pandyan kingdom. They knew the technique of bronze casting. Bronzes are kept in
temples as Utsavamurthy.

Paintings

The trace of the Pandyan paintings can be seen in the Chittannavasal cave temples. The ceilings
and pillars bear the painted figures. The technique is known as fresco. The paintings represent the
dancing girls, the king and queen, plants and animals. The paintings of Chittannavasal are compared
with those found at Ajantha caves. The contribution of the Pandyan rulers for the Tamil art and architecture
is commendable.

Satavahanas
Variously known as the Andhras, Andhrabhrityas and Satakarnis, this dynasty ruled large

portions of Central and South India spanning modern day Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Chattisgarh
and Andhra Pradesh. The Satavahanas started out as feudatories to the Mauryan Empire of northern
India, and declared independence soon after the death of Ashoka (232 BC). They were the first native
Indian rulers to issue their own coins with portraits of their rulers, a practice probably borrowed from the
Indo-Greek kings who occupied the northwestern parts of the country. The Satavahana kings also
made significant contributions to Buddhist art and
architecture. The great stupas in the Krishna river valley
were built by them, the most famous among them being
the stupa at Amaravati in Andhra Pradesh.

The Satavahana rulers used Prakrit as their official
language. The glory of the Satavahanas began to decline
by the 3rd  century AD and they were supplanted by a
number of not so well-known dynasties. In the history of
India they are the first kingdom to give property rights to
women. Amaravati Stupa
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Cheras
The earliest reference to the modern state of Kerala is to be found on a rock inscription ascribed

to Ashoka the Great. It was then an independent kingdom ruled by various kings belonging to the
powerful Chera dynasty (Keralaputras) approximately between 900 BC and 198 AD. Infact their was
the first known powerful dynasty in the region. The Cheras ruled over the area extending from Alleppy
to Calicut, in the present day Kerala state with their capital at Vanchi (identified with either Karur or
Kochi of modern times). During the reign of the Cheras, trade continued to bring prosperity to Kerala,
as spices, ivory, timber and gems were exported to the countries of the Middle East and to southern
Europe.

In early literature the great Chera rulers are referred to as Cheral, Kuttuvan, Irumporai, Kollipurai
and Athan. Chera rulers were also called Kothai or Makothai. The nobility among the Cheras were

called Cheraman in general. The word Kerala, of possible Prakrit origins,
does not appear in Sangam Literature.

The first recorded King was Uthiyan Cheralathan. His queen was
Veliyan Nallini. Their son Imayavaramban Kudako Nedum Cheralathan
is praised in the second pathu of Patirrupatthu, the pathikam of this
decade refers to his parents, though they are not praised in the first
pathu which is blank. The third, fourth and fifth kings were sons of
Nedum Cheralathan, while the mother of fourth King also known as
Chenkuttuvan was Chola Princess Manikilli. Chelva Kadunko
Vazhiyathan was the son of Anthuvan Cheral Irumporai and Porayan
Perumthevi. Perum Cheral Irumporai was the son of Aazhiyathan and
Ilam Cheral Irumporai was the son of a Chera ruler Kuttuvan Irumporai,son
of Mantharan Cheral Irumporai, the celebrated ancestor of ninth King
Ilam Cheral Irumporai.

‘Purananuru’ refers to a certain Udiyan Cheral. It is said that he fed the rival armies during the war
of Mahabharata. Imayavaramban Neduncheralathan, another Sangam Age King claimed to have
conquered Bharatavarsha up to the Himalayas and to have inscribed his emblem on the face of the
mountains. Senguttuvan was another famous Chera, whose contemporary Gajabahu I of Sri Lanka of
Lanka according to Mahavamsa visited the Chera country.

Extent and Trade
The early Cheras controlled a large territory of the Kongu region. Senguttuvan won a war against

Kongar or Ganga people Western Ganga Dynasty. They also ruled the Kodunthamizh regions of
Travancore Venadu and the Malabar Kuttanadu West Coast through vassals. They were in contact
with the Satavahanas in the north and with the Romans and Greeks. Trade flourished overseas and
there was a considerable exchange of gold and coins, as seen by archaeological evidence and literature.
The Romans brought vast amounts of gold in exchange of ‘Kari’ Pepper from Malainadu. Muziris has been
referred to by the author of the Periplus of the Erythraean Sea as an inland port probably near Kodungallur.

Religion
It is believed that the Cheras were Shaivites. Some kings of the dynasty referred to themselves

as Vanavaramban, Imayavaramban etc. While Cheras had their own ‘Kottave’, the mother goddess,
who was later on assimilated into the present day Hinduism in the form of Devi. Other religious traditions
like Jainism and Buddhism came to this area during the period of the Chera Kings.

A gold coin of the Chera
period
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The Second Dynasty
The Chera dynasty was revived in 800 with the rise of the Kulasekharas who ruled from Kodungallur.

Little is known about the Cheras between third century A.D and the eighth century A.D. An
obscure dynasty, the Kalabhras, invaded the Tamil country, displaced the existing kingdoms and ruled
for around three centuries. They were displaced by the Pallavas and the Pandyas in the sixth century
AD. A Pandya Ruler, Arikesari Parankusa Maravarman 730 -765 AD, mentioned in a number of Pandya
copper-plate inscriptions, was a prominent ruler during this period. He claims to have defeated a
prominent Chera King. The name of the Chera King is not known, however from the details of the
battles between the Pandya and the Chera, the Chera territory ceded seems to have included the
entire Malabar and Travancore Kuttanadu and Venadu and the Southern Pandya country from
Kanyakumari to Thirunelveli, the seat of the Cheras being in Karur Kongu Nadu. The Chera kings took
the title of Perumal during this period and patronised the Vaishnavite sect. Kulasekara Alwar who ruled
in the 8th  century became a devotional Vaishnavite poet. Pallavas also mention in their inscriptions
their battles with the Cheras. Pulakesin II, in his Aihole inscription mentioned “ Pulikesin II, driving the
Pallava behind the forts of Kanchi, reached as far south as the Kaveri river, and there caused prosperity
to the Chola, Chera and Pandya”.

During the reign of Pandya Parantaka Nedumjadaiyan 765-790, the Cheras were still in Karur and
were a close ally of the Pallavas. Pallavamalla Nadivarman defeated the Pandya Varaguna with the
help of a Chera king. Cultural contacts between the Pallava court and the Chera country were common.

The Chera Kings Rajashekhara Varman and Kulashekhara Varman spearheaded Hindu religious
movements in their roles as celebrated Saivite and Vaishnavite saints. Kulasekhara became one of the
celebrated Alvars and his poems came to be called the Perumal thirumozhi. Kulashekhara Varman
ruled around the eighth and the ninth centuries A.D. He called himself Kongar Kon the king of the
Kongu people hailing from Kollinagar Karur. Though Kongar were defeated by Cheran Senguttuvan in
the second century A.D, the Kongu region had been occupied by the Kongars of Karnataka Western
Ganga Dynasty around 470 AD. The title ‘Kongar Kon’ indicates Kulasekhara had regained control of
Kongu from the Western Ganga Dynasty around 800 AD. Other titles of Kulasekhara mentioned in the
Perumal thirumozhi are Villavar Kon, Malayar Kon, Kollikkavalan, Koikkon and Koodal Nayagan. Adi
Shankara was his contemporary. Kongumandala Satakam also says that Rajashekhara Varman went
to Kayilai with Sundarar from Kongu Nadu.

The kingdom perished in 1102  soon after the Chola King ransacked the Chera Capital at Kodungallur.
As a result, the last of the Cheraman Perumal, Rama Varma Kulashekhara moved to Kollam and ruled
from there. He finally succeeded in driving away the Cholas but could not regain power due to the
enmity he earned from the Brahmins. His kingdom was confined to the South of Kerala and was called
Venad. The Travancore dynasty originated from the remnants of the Second Chera Dynasy.

Chalukyas
This dynasty rose to power in the Deccan from the 5th  to the 8th  century AD and again from the

10th  to the 12th  century AD. They ruled over the area between the Vindhyachal mountains and the river
Krishna. The Chalukyas were the arch enemies of the Pallavas, another famous dynasty of the
south. A prominent ruler of the Chalukya dynasty was Pulakesin I. He founded the city of Vatapi
(modern Badami in Bijapur district of Karnataka) and made it his capital. He is said to have performed
Ashwamedha Yagna (horse sacrifice) to attain supremacy as a ruler. The kingdom was further extended
by his sons Kirtivarman and Mangalesa who waged many wars against the Mauryan rulers of the
neighbouring Konkan region.
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The best known specimens of Chalukyan art are the Virupaksha temple, (built by Queen
Lokamahadevi in 740 AD to commemorate her husband’s victory over the Pallavas), and the
Mallikarjuna temple both at Pattadakal, Karnataka.

Pulakesin II, son of Kirtivarman was the greatest ruler of
the Chalukya dynasty, who ruled for almost 34 years. During his
long reign, he consolidated his powers in Maharashtra and
conquered parts of the Deccan stretching from the banks of the
Narmada to the region beyond the Kaveri. His greatest achievement
was his victory in the defensive war against Harshavardhan (A
north Indian emperor with his capital at Kannauj) in the year 620
AD. In 641 AD, the Chinese pilgrim Hiuen Tsang, visited the
kingdom and paid glowing tributes to the king for his efficient and
just rule.

Pulakesin II was defeated and killed by
the Pallava king Narasimhavarman in 642
AD. His capital Vatapi was completely
destroyed. Pulakesin was succeeded by his
son Vikramaditya who was also a noble and
just ruler. He renewed the struggle against his
enemies and managed to restore the former
glory of his dynasty to a certain extent. The
Chalukyas were ousted by a chieftain
Dantidurga, who laid the foundation of
Rashtrakuta dynasty.

Chalukyas of Kalyani
This empire was founded by descendants

of the Badami
Chalukya clan.
With its centre
at Kalyani,
Karnataka it

flourished between 973-1195 AD. The domains of the Kalyani Chalukyas
extended from the Kaveri basin in the south to Gujarat in the north. The
empire reached its peak under Vikramaditya VI. The Kalyani
Chalukyas promoted the Gadag style of architecture, the magnificent
ruins of which still stand in the Dharwad and Haveri districts of
Karnataka.

Pallavas
The Pallavas with their capital at Kanchipuram (in the modern

state of Tamil Nadu) were a hereditary Hindu dynasty. They ruled between
the 4th -9th  century AD. Under the Pallavas, their vast kingdom (comprising major parts of modern
Tamilnadu) was exposed to increased influence of Sanskrit and the culture associated with it. During
this period the cults of Shaivaism and Vaishnavism became deeply embedded in the Tamilian culture.
Pallava king’s are remembered as the main source of inspiration behind the immortal, exquisite

 The town of Vatapi

The Virupaksha Temple at Pattadakal,
Karnataka

Statue of
Narasimhavarman
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sculpture of the shore temples (shaped like chariots or rathas) and five Rathas at Mahabalipuram,
which was once a major, flourishing port. The gorgeous temples at Kanchipuram also testify to the
architectural excellence prevalent at that time. Hieun Tsang, who had visited the city of Kanchipuram
and stayed there for a while, recorded that it was also a flourishing centre of higher education.

Narasimhavarman, the son of Mahendravarman,
ascended the throne in 630 AD. He defeated his arch rival
king Pulakesin II in the year 632 AD and burned down the
Chalukyan capital Vatapi.

The Pallavas were a celebrated dynasty that ruled
South India for virtually 500 years and have left an enduring
smear in the field of art and architecture. Feudatories of
Andhra Satavahanas, the Pallavas grew to be autonomous
subsequent to their decline at Amaravati. They progressively
moved southwards and instituted their capital at
Kanchipuram in the 4th century. The rule of
Mahendravarman I (571-630) and Narasimhavarman I

(630 - 668) witnessed the augment in the wealth and vigor of the Pallava realm. They subjugated the
Telugu and northern parts of Tamil region until the closing
stages of the 9th century, for about six hundred years.

Throughout their supremacy they were in steady
conflict with both Chalukya Dynasty in the north and the
Tamil kingdoms of Chola and Pandyas in the south. The
Pallavas were occupied in continuous combat with the
Chalukyas of Badami and lastly concealed by the Chola
kings in the 8th century.

The Pallavas are typically distinguished for their
benefaction of Dravidian architecture, witnessed even today
in Mahabalipuram. These influential rulers, who left behind
implausible sculptures and splendid shrines, standing
strong even today, instituted the foundations of classical
Dravidian Architecture. Chinese traveller Hiuen Tsang
who visited Kanchipuram during the Pallava statute and
adorned their benevolent decree, depict Bodhidharma,

the initiator of the Chan (Zen) school of Buddhism in China, as a prince of the Pallava empire, a
contemporary of Skandavarman IV, Nandivarman I and the son of Simhavarman II.

Kanchipuram
Kanchi or Kanchipuram was a significant city

comprising of trade associations with China as early
as second century B.C. Sangam poems illustrate
the city as lotus-shaped, and Manimekalai the great
Tamil epic was set in this city. Buddhism, Jainism
and Hinduism co-existed, and Huien Tsang, the
Chinese traveler, records the presence of Buddhist
structures in Kanchi. The city expanded significantly
when Kanchipuram became the Pallava capital.

 Five Rathas at Mahabalipuram

 Shore Temple, Mahabalipuram

 Kailasanathar Temple, Kanchipuram
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Kanchi had outgrown its lotus shape and, as a 12th century Tamil text describes, the place
attained the shape of a peacock. The head of this peacock was the Varadharaja temple and the
plumage was the vicinity around Ekambaranatha temple. Of all the temples, Kalisanatha and
Vaikuntaperumal are best known for their architectural virtues. The Vaikuntaperumal shrine is a
multi-storied temple built in the 8th century A.D and is acknowledged for the sculptures illustrating the
history of the Pallavas.

Religion of the Pallava Dynasty
The early Pallavas styled themselves as Brahma Kshatriyas (Brahmins in Pursuit of arms).

Shortly by the 5th century, the Pallavas were considered Kshatriyas belonging to Kuruba or Kurumbar
of Tamil Nadu. They were supporters of Sanatana Dharma. In line with the prevalent customs, some
of the rulers performed the Aswamedha and other Vedic sacrifices. They offered gifts of lands to gods
and Brahmins. Later, Mahendravarman I and possibly his father were aficionados of the Jain faith.
Mahendravarman later switched to Hinduism under the authority of the Saiva saint Appar.

Kadambas
The earliest rulers of Karnataka, the Kadambas (325-540 AD) ruled over a major part of the state

in addition to parts of Goa and Maharashtra.The Talagunda inscription of 450 AD states that
Mayursharma, the founder of the dynasty, was given the name because of the profusion of sacred
Kadamba trees which grew around his dwellings

Mayursharma had been born a Brahmin, who after completion of Vedic studies went to
Ghatikasthana in Kanchipuram for higher studies. Driven by circumstances, he became
Mayuravarma, a Kshatriya, having mastered warfare tactics and the use of weaponry. He built up an
army and trained them in guerilla warfare. He defeated several chieftains and even compelled the
Pallavas to acknowledge his supremacy. His kingdom comprised the hilly region, western coast and
Chitradurga district of Karnataka, with its capital at Banavasi (north Kanara district).

The Kadamba kingdom reached its zenith under Kakustha (405-430 AD), who was a great
builder. His prominence can be gauged from the fact that Skandagupta (scion of the famous Gupta
dyansty) married one of his daughters. King Madhava of the Ganga dynasty married another of his
daughters. Such matrimonial alliances helped to foster strong diplomatic ties and friendship with other
kingdoms in the vicinity. Subsequently the rule of Ravivarman (485-519 AD) of the same dynasty,
proved to be fairly long-lasting. He extended his kingdom up to the river Godavari in the north, Pennar
river to south and Kolar in the east. The other kings of this dynasty proved to be weak; hence their rule
had no great significance.

Gangas (South)
This dynasty ruled what are now the present districts of Kolar, Bangalore, Mysore, Mandya and

Tumkur in Karnataka, between the 3rd -10th century A.D. They were Jains by faith. The world famous
monolithic statue of Gommateshwara (Bahubali) located in Shravanabelagola was erected during
the Ganga rule by their commander in chief Chavundaraya.

Hiuen Tsang, the Chinese traveler-monk who also visited Banavasi (Konkanapura) recorded
that the place was dotted with numerous monasteries, pertaining to both Hinayana and Mahayana
sects of Buddhism, where thousands of monks and priests resided. Evidently Buddhism was greatly
patronized or was the official religion.
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Gangas (Orissa)
Historical evidence indicates that the Ganga kingdom extended

northwards upto Orissa. They also called Chedagangas of Orissa.
Narsimhadeva constructed the Sun temple at Konark.

Interestingly, the building of the famous Jagannath temple at Puri
(modern Orissa) is build by Anantvarman Ganga.

Rashtrakutas
Dantidurga laid the foundation of Rashtrakuta empire. The

Rashtrakuta’s empire was the most powerful of the time. They ruled from
Lattaluru (Latur), and later shifted the capital to Manyaketa (Malkhed).

The origin of the Rashtrakutas is mired in ambiguity. Some records
trace its descent to the lineage of Yadu (the clan to which Lord Krishna
apparently belonged). A few epigraphs claim that their early ancestor was Satyaki of the Yadava clan.
Acclaimed by some historians as the largest Indian Empire, the Rashtrakuta clan ruled from Manyaketha
in the Gulbarga region of modern Karnataka from 735-982 AD and reached its peak under
Amoghavarsha I, often hailed as “Ashoka of South India”. The Rashtrakutas came to power after the
decline of the Badami Chalukyas and were involved in a three-cornered tussle with the Prathiharas
of Gujarat and Palas of Bengal for political control over the Indo-Gangetic plains.

The Rashtrakutas have found immortality in the pages of Indian history, through their marvellous
rock cut temples of Ellora, in modern day
Maharashtra. To them also goes the credit for the
promotion and development of the Kannada
language and literature. Krishana I, built the Kailasa
Temple at Ellora. The caves at Gharapuri (Elephanta
near Mumbai) were also built by this dynasty.

Cholas
The Tamil kingdom that enjoyed the most

uninterrupted prosperity was that of the Cholas. As
in case of all other polities in ancient India, the
wealth of the Cholas was based upon a thriving
agriculture, with two monsoons annually facilitating
large scale cultivation of rice, barley and millet.
Moreover, excavations at Arikamedu, (near modern

Pondicherry) reveal that the Cholas had a flourishing trade with the Roman Empire from the 1st

century, to the beginning of the 2nd century BC.

By the middle of the 4th century AD, the Chola kingdom was largely eclipsed by the Pallavas
who shot into limelight and reigned supreme in the southern part of India for a considerable period of
time. However, in the 9th century the Cholas re-emerged as a major political power. The Chola kingdom
reached its zenith during the10th and the 11th centuries AD.

The Chola kingdom with its capital at Tanjavore (later Gangai Konda Cholapuram) was one
of the most impressive and well-administered political entities in the region. There was high level of
prosperity as indicated by the surviving bronze figurines and statuettes, which rank among the finest

Jagannath Temple,Puri

Ellora Caves, Maharashtra
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